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DAY 1
17:00 Arrival in Saint Petersburg

17:30-18:30 Transfer to the hotel

19:30-20:00 Meeting at the hotel lobby. Transfer to the Repa restaurant

20:00-22:30 Welcome dinner in The Repa restaurant

22:30-23:00 Transfer to the hotel

DAY 2
10:00-11:00 Meeting at the hotel lobby. Transfer to Konstantinovsky Palace

11:00-13:30 Konstantinovsky Palace Visit

13:30-14:30 Transfer to Ribeye restaurant

14:30-16:00 Lunch in Ribeye restaurant

16:00-18:00 Shopping at the Department Stores on Nevsky Prospect

18:30-19:00 Meeting at the hotel lobby. Transfer to Krasin Ice-Breaker

19:00-20:00 Welcome reception on Krasin Ice-Breaker/ With Army Choir/ Optional

20:00-22:30 Dinner in Sadko restaurant

22:30-23:00 Transfer to the hotel



DAY 3
10:00 Meeting at the hotel lobby

10:00-10:30 Transfer to Hermitage Museum

10:30-12:30 Hermitage

12:30-12:45 Transfer to Faberge Museum

12:45-13:45 Faberge Museum (Shuvalovsky Palace)

13:45-14:00 Transfer to Gastronomica restaurant

14:00-15:30 Lunch in Gastronomica restaurant

16:00-17:00 OPTIONAL: Speedboat trip through rivers and canals of St. Petersburg

20:00-22:30 Dinner in Stroganoff restaurant

22:30-23:00 Transfer to the hotel



DAY 5
10:00-11:00 Meeting at the hotel lobby. Transfer to the Summer Palace

11:00-11:30 Arrival to the Palace in Horses Carriage

11:30-13:30 The Summer Palace & Park of Catherine's the Great, Pushkin

13:30-13:45 Transfer to Podvorie restaurant

13:45-14:45 Lunch in Podvorie restaurant

14:45-15:45 Transfer to Saint Petersburg

16:00-18:00 Free time for shopping

19:30-20:00 Meeting at the hotel lobby. Transfer to Russian Ampir restaurant

20:00-22:00 Dinner in Russian Ampir restaurant

22:00-22:30 Transfer to the hotel

DAY 6
09:00-11:00 Breakfast in hotel

12:00-12:30 Check-out from hotel and transfer to the airport

13:30-14:30 Pulkovo airport departure



DAY-BY-DAY PROGRAM



ROSSI BOUTIQUE HOTEL 4*

Featuring a classic, 19th century design, this boutique hotel is situated by the Fontanka River,

within 400 m of Nevsky Prospekt, Gostiny Dvor Metro and Ostrovsky Square. The Rossi

Boutique Hotel offers individually decorated rooms with a flat-screen TV, free Wi-Fi and

antique-style furnishings. All standard rooms are facing the quiet courtyard. Guests enjoy free

phone calls to 1 international number of their choice, and small pets are welcome on request.

Total number of rooms: 78

ANGLETERRE 4*

The Angleterre Hotel is very favourably located 5 to 10 minute’s walk from Palace Square, the

Hermitage and Nevsky Prospekt. It is adjacent to the stunning Saint Isaac’s Cathedral. Return

to superb, authentic Italian food at the chic Borsalino Restaurant. The attractive Gallery is the

perfect place for a tea or coffee during the day, and to meet friends or colleagues.

Total number of rooms: 192

INDIGO HOTEL 4*

Hotel Indigo St.Petersburg - Tchaikovskogo is located within a 5-minute drive from the

Summer Garden and offers a rooftop terrace with panoramic views of the city centre. It takes

a 20-minute walk to reach Nevsky Prospect and Palace Square. The air-conditioned rooms

include a seating area with satellite TV, iPod docking station and minibar. Each en-suite

bathroom comes with a hairdryer, bathrobe and complimentary toiletries.

Total number of rooms: 120

HOTELS



BREAD & SALT WELCOME CEREMONY

Bread & Salt ceremony has been always a sign of true hospitality for very important and respected guests. The ceremony is

the following: when the guests arrive, they are greeted by Russian ladies dressed in national costumes and holding a loaf of

bread ("caraway") placed on a "rushnik" (embroidered towel). A salt holder or a salt cellar is placed on top of the bread loaf

or secured in a hole on the top of the loaf. Each guest is offered to break off a piece of bread and eat it after putting in salt.

The Bread & Salt ceremony is traditionally performed by young women dressed in national costumes.

ARRIVAL TO ST. PETERSBURG

St. Petersburg is the second largest city in Russia after its capital - Moscow, with the population of about 6 million people.

The city was founded 1703 by Peter the Great and has been called the Venice of the North due to all canals and bridges

along the Neva River and canals as well as the Window to the West, the gateway to the East and many more. The city is

created by five major Islands and the center is rather small around all main attractions, the Marinsky Theater, the Palace

Square, Peter & Paul Fortress, St. Isaac’s Cathedral all surrounded by the Neva River and the main Street Nevsky Prospect.

WELCOME DINNER – THE REPA RESTAURANT

CUISINE: European, Russian.

The Repa restaurant is located in the Theater Square near the Mariinsky Theatre and is a project of restaurant holding Ginza

Project. The restaurant’s name alludes to the traditional Russian cuisine which is the basis of the menu. The interior is

painted with scenes from classical ballets, and in addition, the furniture was made in Alena Akhmadulina designs. Well-

known artists, including Maya Plisetskaya, Elena Obraztsova left their signatures on the wall which is left in the interior.

CAPACITY: 50 pax

DAY 1



EXCURSION KONSTANTIN PALACE

Konstantin Palace, the former estate of the Grand Dukes Romanovs was constructed in the beginning of the

XVIII century in Strelna, a suburban town of St. Petersburg, on the shore of the Gulf of Finland. The area of the

Palace is about 4800 sc. meters, and the architectural ensemble comprises the Palace and two vast parks. The

half-ruined Palace was made part of the jurisdiction of the Presidential Affairs Management in 2000 and was

restored for the city Jubilee. After the restoration, the Palace received the name of the State Palace of Congress.

Now the complex also includes a hotel, 20 hospitality cottages, a pavilion for conducting talks, and additional

buildings. The Palace is connected with the Gulf of Finland with a channel. Please note that the National

Congress Palace may be closed for visitors during official events of ceremonies.

LUNCH: RIBEYE RESTAURANT

CUISINE: European, Russian. Restaurant offers a variety of meat specialties.

A Ginza Project restaurant opened in 2011. At the restaurant you have the possibility to try best meat in the city.

There is a cult of everything natural: from big portions of the freshest meat assortment and perfect steaks to

the surrounding sound interior submitting visitors by cozy sofas, an original set-up. In the atmosphere of this

place each guest will feel the combination of elegance of top restaurant and comfort of a pub.

CAPACITY: 350 pax

• 1st floor has three halls: Central hall (60-70 pax), Gallery (50 pax), VIP hall (30 pax).

• 2nd floor accommodates 70 pax (about 30 pax at an open area and 40 pax at booths).

DAY 2 / Part I



KRASIN ICE-BREAKER SPECIAL TOUR

Krasin, the legendary Russian icebreaker, a landmark in shipbuilding history was built in Newcastle in 1916. The 

ship glorified herself in exploration of the Arctic, worked as a pathfinder on the North Maritime Route, and took 

part in a number of rescues. Nowadays the Krasin stands at an anchor by Lieutenant Smidth Embankment, like 

the famous Aurora, and operates as a museum. It is the only floating ship-museum in the world, which is still 

capable of independent operating in sea. After a short visit and getting to know the amazing history of the Ice 

Breaker you will be invited to the Officers Room and a nice cocktail will be served. Waiters wearing Navy 

Uniform will offer traditional welcome glass of vodka with pickles. An Army Choir will entertain you with famous 

Katuscha and other Russian songs.

DINNER: SADKO RESTAURANT

CUISINE: Russian

The 19th century building, which houses the restaurant, features high, vaulted ceilings and modest, anthracite-

gray walls, painted with tasteful red and golden traditional style flowers. Red crystal chandeliers, like huge

blossoms stand out on the otherwise minimalistic background. Even plates are decorated with traditional

patterns. Sadko is located in front of the Mariinsky Theater and in 5 minutes walking distance from Yusupov

Palace. As an entertainment option restaurant provides singing waiters. Singing waiters perform every Friday

and Saturday night. For additional charge they can be invited to sing on other days.

CAPACITY: 170 persons (including separate banquet hall for 50 persons).

DAY 2 / Part II



SHUVALOV PALACE EXCLUSIVE VISIT

During the tour guests will have an opportunity to see unique collection of decorative, applied and visual arts, including

gold and silver articles, paintings, pieces porcelain and bronze. The collection which has taken a decade to create and

which continues to enlarge is exhibited in its full splendor at the newly restored Shuvalov Palace in Saint Petersburg on the

embankment of the River Fontanka. The nucleus of the exhibition is works by Russia’s renowned Carl Faberge (1846-1920),

the Russian Imperial Court master jeweler.

ST. PETERSBURG BY BOAT

Enjoy the beautiful St. Petersburg on a comfortable boat! Actual tour lasts 1 hour. Standard tour: Moika River-Winter

Canal-Main water area of the Neva River-Fontanka River-Krukov Channel. The route can be changed according to your

wishes. There’s a possibility to make a trip to see open bridges – duration of such tour is two hours.

LUNCH - GASTRONOMICA RESTAURANT

CUISINE: Author's Russian, European

This modern panoramic restaurant is located at the height of the bird's flight in the very heart of St. Petersburg. The space

of the restaurant is either filled with nice daytime light or exciting night city lights through the glass roof. From here you

can see the St. Petersburg romantic roofs and Nevsky Prospekt.

CAPACITY: 1 floor hall - 140; 2nd floor hall - 86; summer terrace - 200.

DINNER IN STROGANOFF STEAKHOUSE

CUISINE: European & International 

The gastronomical concept of the Stroganoff is a rare example of the well-balanced cuisine of a capital restaurant with the 

“meat profile”, which takes into account both the preferences of foreigners’ interest towards Russian plates.

CAPACITY: 200 pax.

DAY 3



DAY 4
EXCURSION – CATHERINE PALACE

Pushkin (Tsarskoe Selo/ Czars Village) where the Catherine the Great Summer Palace is located is 28 km away from St.

Petersburg and approximate 1 hour depending on traffic. The palace-and-park ensemble of Tsarskoe Selo - former country

residence of Russian emperors - is a fascinating monument of the world's architectural and gardening arts of the XVIII-XIX

centuries. Its 3 parks occupy the area of 600 ha, on which over 100 architectural constructions rise: from magnificent palaces

and grand monuments to intimate pavilions and park sculptures. In 1708-1724 Tsarskaya Mysa was the residence of Peter the

Great's wife, the Empress Catherine I. From 1741 Tsarskoe Selo became the residence of the Empress Elizabeth and during her

reign the architect Rastrelli created a magnificent Imperial Palace, a brilliant masterpiece of Russian baroque. Bolshoi

Catherine Palace is a remarkable example of Russian baroque architecture.

LUNCH IN PODVORIE RESTAURANT

CUISINE: Author's Russian, European

The restaurant built in the ancient Russian style is made as a wooden village house and court. Lunch or dinner at Podvorie

restaurant is a nice continuation of a walkabout or excursion in the Palaces and parks of Pavlovsk or Pushkin.

CAPACITY: five rooms: 92 seats, 76 seats, 52 seats, 30 seats, 40 seats. The Summer outdoor veranda for 130 seats.

DINNER IN STROGANOFF STEAKHOUSE

CUISINE: Russian with French (European touch)

Restaurant is situated on the main street Nevsky Prospect in Stroganovsky Palace. It is one of the most exquisite

restaurants in Russia regarding taste and interior design with an interesting attention to every detail; 24 Carat Gold Cutlery,

Versace porcelain and glasses in pure symphony Bohemian crystal with fine.

CAPACITY: five rooms: 92 seats, 76 seats, 52 seats, 30 seats, 40 seats. The Summer outdoor veranda for 130 seats.

FREE TIME FOR SHOPPING AT LOCAL SOUVENIR MARKET



CHECK-OUT FROM HOTEL

Please remember to instruct the reception about wake-up calls. Make sure that you take your

passports and immigration forms from the hotel reception. Ensure correct and coordinated

breakfast, luggage pull and bell service. Also provide time for individual payment at the reception

for extra room charge. A questionnaire will be given which we kindly ask you to fill in during

transfer and hand over to our representative at the airport prior to departure.

DEPARTURE FROM ST. PETERSBURG (PULKOVO AIRPORT)

Pulkovo Airport was officially opened on June 24, 1932, as a

state-owned domestic airport. According to provisional figures

for 2017, 16,125,520 passengers passed through the airport, a

21.6% increase over 2016. This makes Pulkovo the 4th busiest

airport in Russia and the Post-Soviet States. Pulkovo is one of

the largest airports in Russia and Eastern Europe.

TERMINALS: Pulkovo 1, Pulkovo 2, Terminal 1

DAY 5



TEL: +7 499 288 2118

E-MAIL: contact@miceversa.com

WEBSITE: http://www.miceversa.com

OFFICE: Russia, Moscow, per. Krasina 15/1, office 8

EXPLORE RUSSIA
WITH US
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